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valo. Svym vyhranfinejlim lingvistickym pohledem uvedl na vyssi uroven take feseni problemft
historickeho hlaskoslovi. Potom se Malmberg znovu vraci k MartinetovS Eeonomie a fika, i e
ackoliv jde o dilo diskusni v mnoha teoretickych i praktickych otazkach, je vyznamnym pfinosem
k metodologickym problemum evolufini fonetiky a krome toho jednim z nejzavaznejslch pfispeVkii
do debaty o lingvisticke metodologii. Kapitola o moderni (experimentalni) fonetice zachycuje
dejiny a stav fonetickeho badani se zvlastnim zfetelem k te jeho casti, kterou lze v y u i i t pro
technicke ucely, napf. pfi konstmkci pffstroju pro mechanicke zapisovanf mluveneho slova
a pfevadeni psaneho textu do mluvene fe6i apod. Pfitom do fonetickych vyzkumu nejednou
pronikajf prvky a kriteria teorie informace (zjistovani redundance hlaskovych formantu atd.)
Semantice venovana kapitola podava — krome historickeho pfehledu semantickeho badani —
charakteristiku semanticke teorie Ogdenovy, Richardsovy, Morrisovy, Hjelmslevovy, Cassirerovy,
Ullmanovy, jakoz i Chaseovy, Hayakawovy, Greenbergovy, Wartburgovy a dalSich. DukladnSji
se zabyva Ullmanovym pokusem o vytvofeni tzv. strukturalni historicke semantiky. Modern!
semantiku pak hodnoti takto: „Pfispevek moderni semantiky k popisu jazyka zaleii tedy v uvedeni... te metody strukturalni analyzy do lexikalne semantickeho planu, jiz tradiSni popis jazyka
pfifkl misto... v planu gramatickem. V lexikalnim pldnu je tedy moderni semanticka analyza
totei co fonologie... v planu fonologickem." Kapitola o glossematice, HjelmslevovS jazykove
teorii a moderni danske jazykovfidfi nejdfive podrobnfe rozebfra Hjelmslevuv spis Omkring
sprogteoriens grundlaeggelse z roku 1943, v nemz se autor pokousl o vytvofeni immanentni teorie
jazyka, a charakterizuje praci Kodanskeho lingvistickeho krouzku (Uldall, Bjerrum, Hansen,
Ege, Togeby aj.). Pokud se tyka moderniho jazykozpytu ve Spojenych statech, jemui je venovana
zvIaStni kapitola, poznamen4va Malmberg, ie bohatstvi pojmu, s nimiz pracuje americka lingvistika, neznamena vzdy, ie jde o nove skuteinosti. Nezfidka se totiz jedna jen o nove pojmenovani
zndmych fakt. PolitovAnihodnym dosledkem teto terminologicke roztflitenosti pak je, ze americky a evropsky strukturalni jazkozpyt neni s to nalezt spolecnou fed, c o i zpusobilo pferuSeni
styku mezi obema skolami. Kapitola o pouziti statistickych a matematickych metod a teorie
informace v jazykozpytu se zabyva zjistovanim frekvence slov a tim, co se v tomto ohledu
v jednotlivych jazycich vykonalo, vyznamem teorie informace pro jazykozpyt, pfekladacimi
stroji a pfislusnou literaturou k tomuto pfedmetu (Whatmough, Wiener, Shannon aj.) K n i h u
uzavira kapitola nazvana Pfispfivek psychologie a filosofie ke studiu jazyka, v nii je rozebiranapfedevSfm Biihlerova Sprachtheorie a Kainzova Psychologie der Sprache. V ramci teie kapitoly
se autor zmiftuje take o vyzkumu detske fefii a o problemu dvojjazyfinosti.
Je pfirozen^, ze Malmberguv pohled na sou&asnou lingvistiku se od svStove jazykove<lne
literatury zhusta obracf k pramenum skandinavskym, takze se v jeho knize setkavame i s pracemi
Collinderovymi, Brondalovymi, Sommerfeltov^mi, Holmerovymi atd. Toto uzemnfini do skandinavskeho prostfedi je vSak rozhodne k u prospechu celkove koncepci Malmbergovy knihy,
uvazfme-li, jak vyznamnou roli severska lingvistika hraje ve svfitovem men'tku. Malmberguv
livod do modern! lingvistiky je tedy tfeba pfijmout nejen jako dokonaleho bibliografickeho pruvodce po aktualni lingvisticke literature, nybrz i jako uceleny obraz vyvojovych tendenci, kter6
tomuto vfidnimu oboru vladnou.
Libor Stuiavec
Emmon Back: An Introduction to Tranformational Grammars, Holt, Rinehart and W i n 
ston, Inc., New York, Chicago, San Francisco 1964, pp. 205.
1. The book by E . Bach is, as far as we know, the first thorough and systematic introduction
into the problem of transformational grammar (TG) and theory of grammar. It contains a revised
.and completed version of the author's course in T G at the Texas University. The ideas of the
book are in agreement with those of a number of representatives of T G , namely of N . Chomsky.
The subject matter is exposed in 8 chapters progressing from the most simple to more
complicated concepts. The introductory Chapter I deals with the aims of linguistics and with
linguistic data. The aims of linguistics are a theoretical research in language, explanation and
prediction of linguistic facts (e.g. in describing a language it is necessary to state clearly which
sentences of the given language are and what their structure is), as well as to devise theories o f
concrete languages (their grammars) and theories of language i n general. Linguistic theory is
concerned with empirical linguistic facts whose nature is such that we cannot deal with them
directly, but only if they are recorded in any form (e. g. in the form of symbolic representation).
Linguistic facts are also of a social character, since language is, beside other things, a social
institution and it is necessary to account also for the „intuition of the native speaker' , i.e. for
his ability to understand an infinite number of sentences of a given language, (even those which
are quite novel for him since he has never heard them before), as well as his ability to createan infinite number of sentences of the given language.
In Chapter II, some basic concepts of transformational grammar (TG) are explained. Ir«
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fundamental questions, Bach closely adheres to N . Chomsky, but differs from him by greater
clarity of exposition and a number of telling examples. T o facilitate the understanding of the
problems under discussion, Bach constructs a hypothetical language X , compares both its
descriptive and generative descriptions, and shows that the generative description is markedly
simpler.
Chapter III deals with the phrase-structure component of T G , especially with the restrictions
of phrase-structure (PS) rules. A detailed explanation is given of the terms p h r a s e m a r k e r ,
d e r i v a t i o n , c o n s t r u c t i o n a l h o m o n y m i t y and so on. Sufficient space is devoted to the
questions of simplicity of PS grammars, readability of PS rules, i.e. to the demand for the set
of rules to be as simple as possible, e.g. to contain as few different symbols as possible, and to
contain lucid and easily understandable designations for non-terminal symbols, which otherwise
can be chosen arbitrarily. Also some inadequacies in PS rules are considered.
Chapter I V contains an explanation of t r a n s f o r m a t i o n a l r u l e s (T rules), of the differences
between them and PS rules; the relative merits of T rules are demonstrated and different types
of T rules displayed (e.g. generalized — two string — transformations), and their characteristic
features analysed (replacement, expansion, reductiqn, adition, permutations). Practical applica
tion of T rules is again demonstrated on language X .
Chapter V , a one of very inspiring sections, is devoted to some syntactical problems of Japanese,
solved by means of T and PS rules; it is of special interest in its second part where the grammatical
relations of o r d e r , c o n t i g u i t y , co-occurehce are examined by means of PS and T rules
(for further detail see Sect. 2.2 of the present review). These relations make possible to divide
languages into different types, according to places these relations place within them. A t the same
time, this is an interesting and i n our view succesful, attempt to master traditional terms, such
as c o n c o r d and g o v e r n m e n t (i.e. dependence) by means of PS and especially of T rules.
Chapter V I is devoted to the phonological component of T G , which transforms strings of
formatives into strings of phonetic symbols defined in some general phonetic theory. This part,
more or less, summs up the ideas contained in the works by Chomsky and by Halle.
Chapter V I I contains a concise and very instructive introduction into the theory of grammar
and a discussion of the relations between linguistics and mathematics. Among others, the basic
concepts of the set theory and theory of relations are explained; it is especially designated for
linguists who have no experience in mathematics or symbolic logic. Besides, one part of Chomsky's
paper On Certain Formal Properties of Grammars (Information and Control 2, 1959, 137 — 167)
is analysed and commented upon.
Chapter V I I I is devoted to the branches of linguistic research in general: 1. the formal theory
of language, i.e. the construction of particular T G for natural languages; 2. the general theory
of language, i.e. the difficult problem of validating grammars and the description of the types
of devices from which the grammars of particular languages will be chosen, as well as the solution
of problems resulting from the fact that general theory must provide eventually a set of terms
for filling in the substance of the sets of rules; 3. the use and testing of this general theory in
constructing theories about particular languages, i.e. evaluating of specific grammars; 4. a study
of language use, e.g. theories about speaker and hearer; 5. various other studies relating linguistics
to other disciplines, as for example psychology, sociology, literary theory and so on (p. 171). I n
this chapter, Bach also mentions the testing of grammars of a language (that is to say TG), e.g.
ascertaining that the given grammar provides adequate structural descriptions (SD) of all
generated sentences. This can be easily done by including i n the programme of the computer
both vocabulary and grammar (as demonstrated by Culik , the latter can be considered a semialgorithm). The computer generates sentences of the language together with their S D . I f the
grammar is correct, the computer will generate well formed sentences only (regardless of their
semantic contents). B y this procedure, the g r a m m a t i c a l i t y of sentences is tested as well.
Certain ambiguities occur when determining which are the sentences of a given language.
Procedures using informants are, according to Bach, not fully reliable (in some cases informants
do not reply, or change their views). It is further necessary to test the c o r r e c t n e s s of the given
T G , i.e. to find out whether it does not lead to SD with constructional homonymities and am
biguities. The testing of the completeness of T G consists in finding out whether the given T G
covers all the facts of a language.
2. C o n c l u s i o n s . The present volume by E . Bach will undoubtedly be welcomed by linguists
and students interested in an initiation to algebraic linguistics. It has all the prerequisites necessary
to help the overcome the unwarranted and yet so frequent fear of things somehow connected
with mathematics and with symbolic logic. It is concerned rather with practical than theoretical
aspects of problems and it is illustrated with a number of examples leading the reader to new
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aplications of T G . A t the end of each chapter there are exercises giving the reader opportunity
of a thorough and practical mastering of the problems under discussion.
The present book is built on the assumption that all the grammars in question, describing
individual language, are generative. It might be suitable to mention in this connection some of the
other procedures and methods as well, e.g. recognoscative grammars, whether they be dependential or categorial ones — and to make comparisons.
It is necessary to realize that the conception of T G , as expounded by Bach, underwent
substantial developments recently. The early T G , as generally, contained two components: the
phonological and syntactic ones, the latter consisting of the phrase-structure subcomponent
generating the so-called kernel sentences, and the transformational subcomponent, all other
sentences being derived from kernel sentences by means of generalized transformations. The
phonological component gives the transformed terminal strings their final phonetic shapes. The
present T G comprises three components: the syntactic, semantic and phonological ones. As
a result of including the semantic component, the role played by the transformational subcompo
nent has undergone substantial changes, the latter containing only so-called singular transfor
mations, and serving to filter out the subsets of uncorrectly formed deep structures generated
by the base; it serves as subpart of the syntactic component. One reason which led to consider
able developments in T G were the inconveniences caused by formalization and the complicated
formal character of generalized transformations and transformation markers. As E. Bach's
book was published sooner than the new developments in T G took place, it could not take account
of them.
2.2. Also Bach's ideas on grammatical relations (p. 103 ff.) are original and inspiring. Relations
of order will bs mentioned here. There are several possibilities of describing the order of linguistic
elements: 1. A language is considered as f i x e d - o r d e r if it has the following property: for every
pair of terminal elsments x and y in the language, if x precedes y i n a sentence, then y procedes x
in no sentence; 2. Let us call such a language a f i x e d - p h r a s e language. It would have the
following property: if there is in the grammar a string containing the substring (terminal or
non-terminal) X Y such that X Y is dominated by Z, then there is no string in the grammar
containing the substring Y X such that Y X is dominated by Z; 3. Another variation might
be called s e m i - f i x e d language. In such language if there is a sentence # a + b + c 4- d # , then
there are no sentences # a •+ c + b + d # , # a + d + b + c # and so forth; 4. F r e e - o r d e r languages,
in which the items in any terminal string could be rearranged in any way. the result still being
a sentence of the language; 5. P a r t i a l l y free languages. In such systems which are little easier
to imagine that a completely free system, at least one level of elements would be internally fixed
in order but could be freely oredered in respect to each other. To the last type English or German
evidently belong according to Bach. Bach shows i n his examples that PS rules are inherently
incapable of generating freely ordered combinations of items in a neat way (p. 109), and that
alternative description using T rules is intricate as well. According to Bach, there are two ways
to avoid this difficulty. One is to make several special transformations in which the actual word
types are specified: one for nouns, one for verbs, and so on. The second approach takes advantage
of the possibility to set up various boundary symbols (p. 111 — 112). It seems, however, that
there is a more, serious problem, namely that of the methodology. Let us quote the author (p. 120):
"It should be apparent from the discussion of the last few sections that the general principle of
analysis is to set up a regularized system which can be easily described and which can be transform
ed into the shape of terminal strings. We describe a free-order language as if it were fixed and
then rearrange items". It is evident that for some languages, e.g. Czech, Russian and the like,
this method is hardly acceptable. It is symptomatic e.g. that none of the investigations concerned
with Czech, Slovak or Russian word order uses the above-mentioned "permutation" method,
but tries to introduce the variations of word order directly into the system, in the same way in
which dependency grammar introduces the notion of dependency (of course, we are aware of the
fact that literature quoted in Note 6 does not use formalized procedures). As can be seen, the
assertion that language can be described only by generative procedures of the T G type is restrictive
and inspired by languages of a certain type only, especially by English. It is true that the method
of T G has not been applied to Czech as yet, but it is evident that a description of word order would
be rather complicated; in Czech, there exist, e. g. well formed sentences of 5 units (phrases) of
which one can make the 5! permutations, e.g. the sentence ,,Otec zemfel vcera v nemocnici za
velkych bolesti". It would be interesting to know in this connection what will be the solution
of these problems in the new conception of TG.. and it would be rash therefore to attempt at
a definitive evaluation.
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To conclude, it is necessary to say that E . Bach's book has lost nothing of its value by develop
ments of the conception of T G , since if anybody wants to understand the new conception of T G ,
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at fiMt he must yet well acquainted with the former one. The book serves this purpose very well
and we have been waiting for it long enough. We wish it were more easily accesible in this coutry.
Notes
1. Of. also the review by B . Palek in The Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics 1. 1964,
55-74.
2. N . Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, The Hague 1964, 4th ed.
3. M . Halle, Sound Pattern of Russian, The Hague 1959, N . Chomsky, G. A . Miller, Introduction
to the Formal Analysis of Natural Languages, Hanbook of Mathematical Psychology II, chapt.
11, New Y o r k - L o n d o n 1963.
4. K . Culik, Formal Structure of ALGOL and Simplification of its Description, Proc. of Symposium
on "Symbolic Languages in Data Processing", 1962.
5. V. H . Yngve, Random Generation of English Sentences, First International Conference on M T
and Applied Language Analysis, Teddington, Middlesex England 1961.
6. Cf. especially N . Chomsky, Categories and Relations in Syntactic Theory, M. I. T. 1964 (mimeo
graphed), P. Postal, Novtf vtfvoj teorie TG, SaS 26, 1965, 1 — 13 (translated from English).
7. Cf. e.g. F . Danes, K otdzce pofddku slov ve slovamkijch jazycich, SaS 20, 1959, 1 — 10; Vita
a intonace ve spisovne iestinl, Praha 1957; J . Firbas, Ze srovndvacich studii slovoslednijch,
SaS 23, 1962,161 — 174; Some Thoughts on the Function of Word-Order in Old English and Modern
English, S P F F B U , 1957, A 5, 72 — 100; V . Mathesius, Zdkladnl funkce ieskiho pofddku slov,
Ce.stina a obecny jazykozpyt, Praha 1947,327 — 352; P. Adamec, Slovosled v ruslinl, unpublished
dissertation, Praha 1963; V . Mistrik: Slovosled a vetosled v slovenf.ine, unpublished dissertation,
Bratislava 1964.
8. Examples of the application of T G procedures to Czech are contained in B. Palek, Informace
o transformaini gramatice, SaS 24, 1963, 140—151.
Karel Pala
Maurice Leroy: Les grands courants de la lingiistique moderne. Paris, Presses universitaires de France — Bruxelles, Presses universitaires de Bruxelles, 1963, 198 pages.
Cet excellent manuel — destine surtout a l'usage des jeunes linguistes, mais qui sera apprecie
meme par les linguistes experimentes — commence par un bref apercu de revolution des etudes
linguistiques de l'Antiquite au dix-neuvieme siecle. L'auteur nous donne les informations sommaires sur les travaux des Indiens, des Grecs et des Latins sans cependant mentionner ceux des
Arabes (les ecoles de Basra, de Koufa et de Bagdad, les linguistes Sibavalhi, Firouzabadi, etc.).
M . Leroy caracterise de facon heureuse la linguistique de Moyen Age, dominee par les conceptions
des Anciens, et celle des X V I " — X V I I I * siecles, qui se distingue par l'interet pour les langues
etrangeres et par l'effort de trouver la parerrte entre differentes- langues (G. Postel, J . Chr. Adelung,
J . J . Scaliger, W. Humboldt) et les lois generates regissant toutes les langues (G. Vico, Scienza
nuova, 1725, Arnauld—Lancelot, Grammaire ginirale et raisonnee, 1660).
M . Leroy traite ensuite de la naissance de la linguistique comparee (Sassetti, Courdoux, W . Jo
nes, Paulin de Saint Barthelemy, F r . Schlegel) et de ses plus grands representants (Bopp, Rask,
Grimm, Pott; Schleicher, fondateur de la conception ,,naturaliste" et de la typologie).
L'auteur nous familiarise avec les idees des neogrammairiens (Diez, Miklosich, Zeus, Brugmann,
Delbriick, Paul, F . de Saussure, Meillet), apprecie leurs innovations fertiles et la solidite de leurs
recherches, mais critique aussi leurs conceptions meeanistes et le manque d'une theorie generate
sur le langage.
II nous informe des origines de la phonetique (Rousselot, Grammont, Gregoire), de la semantique (Paul, Breal — mais aucune mention de Reisig), de la theorie des ondes (Schmidt), de la
geographie linguistique (Gillieron).
II voue un chapitre tout entier a F . de Saussure et a sa theorie du langage qu'il explique avec
une admirable nettete.
Plus d'une moitiee du livre est consacree a la linguistique du X X " siecle. M . Loery nous fait
connaitre les principaux representants del'ecolegenevoiserCh.Ballydontl'oeuvre est remarquable
par la rigueur logique ainsi que par le souci des moindres nuances, A . Sechehaye excellant dans
l'analyse psychologique et H . Frei, promoteur de la linguistique fonctionnelle.
L'auteur s'occupe ensuite de l'ecole de Prague (Cercle linguistique de Prague) qui a enrichi la
linguistique d'une branche nouvelle — la phonologie laquelle etudie les sons a la base des op
positions fonctionnelles (distinctives, pertinentes). II cite surtout N . S. Trubetzkoy et R . Jakobson.
II nous informe ensuite des idees d'A. Martinet et de celles de G. Guillaume. Ce dernier a tente
de creer la psychosystematique, partie nouvelle de la linguistique, reservee a l'etude des systemes.
E n ce qui concerne les structuralistes^nois.M.Leroy nous presente une caracteristique r6ussie
de la conception logique de V . Brondal et de la glossematique de L . Hjelmslev et de H . J . Uldall.

